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EQUIPMENT history
1949
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COPPI’S BIANCHI

gImONdI’S BIANCHI

Fausto Coppi’s BianChi weighed in at just under 10kg and 
represented the absolute pinnacle of cycling technology in the 
post-WWII era. The one-inch threaded headset, alloy tubular 
wheels and toe clips seen here would be a mainstay of 
professional road bikes until well into the late 1980s.

In contrast to the other bikes on these pages, Coppi’s Bianchi 
didn’t use a Campagnolo system to select gears. The reason: a 
sponsorship agreement with French manufacturer Simplex. His 
rear derailleur features a pair of pulleys that are mounted to a 
single shaft that telescopes to move back and forth across the 
four cogs in the cassette. On a modern derailleur, a parallelogram 
keeps the pulleys aligned with the path of the chain. To shift 
between chainrings, the Italian would reach down and pull or 
push the large lever mounted to the seat tube.

Italy’s Felice Gimondi won the Tour de France in 1965, and the 
Vuelta a España and the Italian championship three years later. 
The bike pictured here is what he used during the 1968 season 
and the basic recipe is the same as it was for the peak years of 
his career: Bianchi and Campagnolo. The trademark celeste 
finish on the slender steel tubing is punctuated by bold graphics 
and complemented by a full set of Italian finery.

There are deviations from that theme, most notably the 
Universal Extra brake callipers (Campagnolo didn’t offer these 
components until 1969). The other notable exception is a set of 
Ambrosio components handling steering duties and a well-worn 
Brooks leather saddle complete with rivets to ‘be on’ – which 
Gimondi was throughout his career.

Like Coppi’s bikes, the cast head tube lugs on this Bianchi 
incorporate bearing races to reduce the number of parts in the 
threaded headset. While this design simplified the system, it 
meant an expensive repair job when the races became worn and 
pitted. Modern integrated head tubes are unlikely to suffer the 
same fate thanks to angular contact cartridge bearings where 
the wear affects an easily replaceable piece of the system.

SIMPLE IS BETTER… A small length of chain 
attached to the end of the derailleur 
cable negotiates the sharp bend at the 
entry of the Simplex changer (far left). 
Cottered cranks used a pin that ran 
through the crank arm to secure it to the 
spindle (centre left). the chainstay has 
been crimped to give clearance to the 
44-tooth inner chainring.

A steel handlebar and stem by Cinelli 
get the Bianchi treatment (left). A water 
bottle cage is mounted around the stem 
and braced just above the headset. 

UP CLOSE… the ends of the chainstays 
are joined simply to the cast dropouts 
without any filler and filing to smooth 
the join (far left). the seatpost binder 
bolt looks agricultural next to the 
Campagnolo jewellery on the celeste 
frame (centre left) but it did the job.

if your first thought was that these 
callipers must have flexed a great 
deal, you’re right (left). A longer reach 
gave huge clearance to the tyre but 
the graceful arc of the universal extra 
brakes did little for stopping power. 

Fifty years have passed since Fausto Coppi 
first claimed victory in the tour de France. 
Rob Rixon takes a look at the bikes of winners 
from each of the decades that followed…

Words: ROB RIXON

PHoTos: YUZURU SUNADA
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GETSERIOUS

with a bike range that will make 
you feel and look like you're 
out to win the Tour. Back that 
up by the best bike fit in the 
business and a support team 
that's second to none. Go on, 
get serious and join the winning 
Podium team now!
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merCkx’S OwN…

delgAdO’S PINArellO

rIIS’S PINArellO

The Molteni team’s orange colour is unmistakable but the 
builder of this famous frame isn’t immediately clear. That 
honour goes to Ugo De Rosa who took over frame building 
duties from Ernesto Colnago after Merckx’s hour record was 
set in 1972. Reynolds 531 tubing was butted to be thicker at 
the ends to cope with the heat of brazing. Cable guides and gear 
lever mounts were strapped to the main tubes so that additional 
heat was not introduced to the wafer-thin centre sections.

Although a quarter of a century has passed the weight of 
Merckx’s bike is still respectable, giving away around 2,000g 
to a modern bike on the UCI’s limit of 6.8kg. Part of this can be 
attributed to the light alloy tubular rims, around 350g each, 
and the intricately drilled Nuovo Record components. In a 
feature in RIDE Cycling Review (#26), Warren Meade points 
out a bend in the right-hand brake lever. The slotted lever has 
deformed as a result of some over-zealous drill work.

The friction shifters did without any indexing so the system 
was more tolerant of a substitute wheel and damage from an 
accident. The front derailleur could be easily trimmed to avoid 
any rub on chainrings, which would have flexed a great deal. 

Pedro Delgado’s 1988 Pinarello appeared to follow the same 
formula as steel bikes from the preceding decades: thin tubing 
from Columbus, a horizontal top tube, 32-spoke wheels and 
friction shifting. More than a decade on from Merckx’s 
winning ride the advancements came largely from Campagnolo: 
an aero seatpost, hidden brake cables and seven speeds…

The seven-speed cassette required the 130mm frame spacing 
that is still in use today and Campagnolo’s C Record brake levers 
allowed mechanics to route cables out through the top of the 
hoods in the traditional manner, or underneath the bar tape as 
seen here. A pair of gorgeous Delta brakes updated the Cobalto 
model (which was basically Super Record) and the stylish shape 
has seen the Delta callipers become a collectors’ item.

Tubular tyres were glued on to aluminium box-section rims 
which were fashioned from a single extrusion of alloy that is 
pinned to keep the loop together. Eyelets were then added to 
each of the 32 spoke holes to reinforce the light aluminium. 
Cup and cone bearings in the Campagnolo hubs are still 
favoured by the Italian component specialist over sealed 
cartridge bearings, even on the brand new Bora Ultra Two.

The second Pinarello featured here belonged to Bjarne Riis 
who won the 1996 Tour de France (but has since admitted to 
doping with EPO in the year of his “victory”). This frame was 
TIG-welded together with Dedacciai Dyna-Light aluminium 
tubing to be considerably lighter than its steel predecessors.

Campagnolo Record components decorate the delicate alloy 
frame. Highlights in the new groupset included an eight-speed 
cassette, a dual-pivot front brake and light alloy square-taper 
cranks that remained largely unchanged until the introduction 
of the Ultra-Torque bottom bracket system. The count on the 
Dane’s wheels dropped to 28 Sapim spokes at the front and 
rear. It’s worth noting that the front spokes are arranged 
radially around the wheel which places higher than normal 
loads on the hub, requiring as much material between the spoke 
holes and the perimeter of the flange as possible.

The threaded Record headset fitted to this Pinarello marks 
the last time such an item was used on a Pinarello at the Tour 
de France. In 1997, when Ullrich took overall honours, his bike 
used a threadless arrangement with a 3T stem clamping directly 
onto the fork steerer tube. n RoB RIXoN (moRe oN pRoduct hIstoRy, p.162.) 
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MADE FROM DRILLIUM… nobody in their 
right mind would take to a rare nuovo 
Record groupset with a power tool today, 
yet that is exactly the fate to which 
hundreds of components were damned in 
the 1970s (left).

the position eddy merckx adopted 
seems remarkably conservative by 
modern standards, with a relatively low 
saddle height for his leg length and little 
saddle to bar drop (right). By bending his 
arms to a 90-degree angle, the Belgian 
was able to get low enough.

DELGADO DETAILS… Silva toe straps 
(centre left) feature a pinarello motif and 
are laced through Campagnolo pedals to 
secure Delgado’s feet. the Spaniard was 
a pioneer in the use of clipless pedals and 
while the featured bike doesn’t use the 
time system he used in the tour (right) 
he did swap bikes during the season. this 
was a time of significant change! 

the treviso-based manufacturer also 
features on a quill stem supporting the 
shallow bend handlebar and C Record 
brake levers (left).

Lance Armstrong’s desire to personalise his 
trek frames isn’t anything new. these pictures 
from the 2005 tour de France show two 
different project One paint schemes: the first, 
from the opening weeks of the race; and the 
second, a special finish for the Champs-elysées. 

A clause in Armstrong’s contract allows 
him to use a Livestrong-coloured Giro ionos 
helmet and custom airbrushed trek madone 
frames throughout the 2009 season. the aim is 
maximum exposure for the cancer charity. it’s 
not subtle but it does turn heads.PHOTO: Graham Watson
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Custom hand built 

Road

Single Speed

Track

Specialising in
road, track,
single speed
bikes and
accessories for
over 21 years.

02 9820 4011
hillbrick.com.au

For more information or your nearest dealer:

For twenty one
years, Hillbrick
Bicycles have
been designing
and building bikes
for the elite
through to the
recreational
cyclist.
The current range
of bicycles utilis-
es the latest in
material and
design technolo-
gy, raising the
standard of
recreational bikes
to competition
levels.
Many  champion
cyclists have
used Hillbrick
Bicycles and
products
throughout their
careers.

CATALOGUE
OUT
NOW

Phone or email
us to receive a
brochure of the
2009 product

range

EQUIPMENT   history

In a race where the outcome is so often determined by time trials, 
it’s no surprise to see the breadth of the technical regulations 
pushed to breaking point every July. At the Tour of California 
the UCI began documenting the design of each time trial rig in 
preparation for a raft of new regulations, effective 1 July 2009, 
just three days prior to the opening stage of the Tour.

The profiles and sections of each frame as well as other 
aerodynamic accessories that are specific to the discipline were 
examined. Handlebars, cranks and seatposts were the primary 
focus of the UCI’s investigation. On 13 May a clarification of 
the existing regulations was issued by the sport’s technical 
authority. Far from simplifying what has been a grey area, the 
amendments caused a minor panic among team sponsors and 
component manufacturers. 

The bulk of the debate centres around two key concepts:  
wing-shaped items that contravene the 3:1 ratio outlined for 
frame sections; and protuberances around the frame that skirt 
the fine line between a structural element and a fairing. Brake 
callipers are often covered by a fairing that circumvents the 
regulations banning such an item by forming a structural 
element of the handlebar, stem and fork arrangement. A designer 
can completely shield the brake from oncoming airflow if the 
shield is in some way required for the frame’s structure.

An industry group of manufacturers and developers has 
been formed to work with the UCI to stabilise the regulations. 
The lead time for modern frame production means any changes 
to the rules could have disastrous consequences for 2010 and 
2011 models that are well down the development path. A list of 
banned handlebars was released on 1 June and a comprehensive 
database of every component that contravenes the amended 
regulations will follow on 1 January 2010.  n Jesse GRAhAm & RoB RIXoN 

(For the full story, grab a copy of RIDE Cycling Review #45.)

1990 2006

2008

lemONd’S OwN… BrAjkOvIC’S trek

CANCellArA’S CervelO

NeW-age iNNovaTioNs.…  
Greg LeMond famously used these 
aerobars to win the Tour in 1990. 

Based on the Cinelli Spinaci concept 
they were banned by the UCI in 1997 

for safety reasons, citing an increased 
braking reaction time.

The ‘praying mantis’ hand 
position of Landis, Rasmussen and 

Brajkovic (right) is now also banned. 
Aerodynamic cranks like those used 

by Fabian Cancellara in 2008 (below) 
could soon be outlawed too.

PHOTO: Graham Watson

PHOTO: Graham Watson
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 has arrived in 
Australia

KOGA 

  
clothing strip available

Sydney Stockist
Burwood Cycleworld
11 Burwood Road, Burwood

Phone 02 9745 6226

Trade enquiries welcome  |  arrow-imports.com.au  
info@arrow-imports.com.auWorld leading

KOGA Kimera track frames
NOW available

AS RIDEN BY  WORLD CHAMPION THEO BOSS

2008

1994

IN tHe muSette

IN tHe muSette

iF you have the means to Buy an exaCt repliCa oF Cj sutton’s 
team-issue Felt AR2 bike, go for it. Similarly, Giro’s Ionos 
helmet and the Pearl Izumi clothing worn by the young Aussie 
at Garmin-Slipstream are of the highest quality and a pleasure 
to wear. Emulating the pros is something most cyclists are 
guilty of from time to time. Looking like a pro is easy – while 
not always cheap – but performing like one takes years of 
disciplined training, good genetics and the right diet.

Off the bike, CJ focuses on a wholesome and nutritious diet. 
“I eat healthy all the time,” CJ explained. “That includes the 
right amount of fruit and vegetables. I don’t eat fatty foods all 
the time. Maybe once in a while I’ll treat myself to something 
like fast food. I know it’s not ideal but some of the time you 
need those fats. I am picky about what I eat but you can still 
treat yourself sometimes. It’s not a crime.”

On each stage of the Tour, riders are handed musettes by 
soigneurs who await the peloton in designated feed zones. The 
contents are quite similar to almost 20 years ago. The Motorola 
team gave each rider a choice of Nutri-Grain bars, water, a 
banana and some bread rolls. The Extran citrus drink is 
actually a sporting version of the product used in hospitals to 
revive dehydrated and/or malnourished patients.

In 2009, the Garmin team receives a greater variety of 
energy foods that are designed to be more easily digested than 
a bread roll or muesli bar. Team sponsor Cliff Bar provides the 
riders with energy bars and shots, and Cliff Kid Z bars which 
are Sutton’s favourite. “Most days in a stage race I carry nothing 
but these. I usually start with about five of these in my pockets. 
They are truly to die for.”

The rest of the bag is filled with water bottles, a can of Coke 
and the ubiquitous yet mysterious foil packets you see riders 
unravel during the race. So what’s in them? “Our soigneurs 
make these awesome rice cakes which are incredible,” Sutton 
said. “I can’t tell you what’s in them. Sorry, that’s top secret.”

In 2008 the team used black and blue lids to distinguish 
between bottles containing water and those filled with energy 
drink. It’s an important distinction to make, as CJ explains.

“Now we have a white lid and a black lid. Usually the black 
has an electrolyte mix in it. And the white is just plain water. 
That way, whoever goes back to the car for bidons knows what 
to get and sometimes, when you’re tired, you really don’t want 
to squirt an electrolyte mix bidon on your head.” n RoB RIXoN 


